Meet the BUC’s Greatest Evangelist!
- The evangelist who has been effective for 58 years.
- The evangelist who has year on year reached people others cannot reach.
- The evangelist who has put the muscle into reaching the unreachable.
- The evangelist who has annually achieved baptisms for Christ for over half a century.
- The evangelist who has won more souls than any other.
- The evangelist who has had a team of thousands.

by Dalbert Elias, VOP director
Is it possible? Yes, it can be done!

The Evangelist? The VOICE OF PROPHECY!
It is true. Since 1947 the Voice of Prophecy has been the Church’s outstanding evangelist. Over the years millions have been contacted for Christ. Tens of thousands have taken the courses. Hundreds, even thousands, have been baptised. Not until Jesus returns will the full story of the Voice of Prophecy be told, both nationally and internationally.

The success of the British Voice of Prophecy is due to several factors, two in particular. Great leadership and the loyal, devoted support of the British and Irish church members. Two leaders of the VOP now retired, are still held in high esteem and affection by hundreds of our members throughout the British Union. Pastor Fretson Taylor, with his mischievous sense of humour and ready laugh, developed a high-level ability to answer students’ questions theologically and pastorally with sensitivity and skill. Pastor Michael Stickland, author and administrator, having experienced serious illness for years, has profoundly moved and inspired members everywhere with his consistency of faith and his devotion to God. Both men have

Is it possible? Yes, it can be done!
Connect One Million

led the VOP magnificently. They stand in a line of strong, honoured leaders in the history of the Voice of Prophecy.

Unquestionably, without the magnificent, faithful support of the British and Irish members, the VOP would not have enjoyed its success down the years. In effect, the members have been a silent army, outstanding in battle.

The silent army

Volunteers of all ages have faithfully enlisted, year in and year out, to stand on the front line for Christ. Using Voice of Prophecy cards, the silent army has walked the streets of Britain. The magnificent volunteer army, working house to house, has reached the unreachable for Christ. Dedicated members have spent many hours handing out the cards. Elderly members have found the strength to keep marching the cards. Young people, alive with energy and passion for life, have caught the vision and marched with the silent army by their thousands.

Grace inspires generosity

Members and non-members love the Voice of Prophecy. This is so absolutely clear. Hardly a day goes by without donations supporting the VOP arriving at the Adventist Discovery Centre. The courses offered are free. Salvation is a free gift, but grace inspires generosity. Out of gratitude and affection for the VOP people give from five pounds to literally thousands of pounds supporting Britain's greatest evangelist – the Voice of Prophecy. With your continued generous and regular support, the VOP plans to attempt exclaiming exploits for God.

VOP Rally Day

Sabbath 24 September 2005 is Union-wide Voice of Prophecy Rally Day. It is VOP offering Sabbath. In anticipation of a splendid offering the VOP launches an exciting plan to reach 1,000,000 people for Christ in just one week. Yes, just one week!

Can it be done? One million ‘Discover Cards’ distributed in just one week? Yes! With less than one hour’s work, one million cards can be distributed before the next Sabbath following VOP Rally Sabbath. Here’s how. On Voice of Prophecy Rally Sabbath, 24 September 2005, every member throughout the BUC will be given an envelope containing fifty ‘VOP Discover’ cards courtesy of the Voice of Prophecy. Incredibly, with less than one hour’s work, if we all hand out our fifty cards, the Adventist Church nationwide will have

One million cards in just one week could mean up to 4,000 people asking for Bible studies. That’s evangelism!

Share the dream. Hand out your fifty cards right away. The donation envelope that comes with your cards. Give generously and Britain’s greatest evangelist will be able to reach another million people with your help, prayers and affection.

The Voice of Prophecy has the vision. With your generous help the vision will become a reality through God’s Spirit. Thank you for supporting the Voice of Prophecy.

Healthwise

Repliee Q1

Not a catchy name, but a name, nonetheless, given to ‘a femaile’ android the invention of Professor Hiroshi Ishiguro of Osaka University. ‘She’ looks human enough. Powered by 31 upper body actuators connected to an external air compressor, she fools most people into thinking that she is human, flattering her eyebrows, moving her hands, and by appearing to breathe. Repliee Q1’s skin is a soft flexible silicone resembling human skin. It is a superficial resemblance, at best, since this big form-fitting sack that we walk around in is possessed of detail beyond Ishiguro’s wildest dreams.

Typically, real skin has, in an area about twice the size of a thumbnail –

- 13 cold sensors
- 20 blood vessels
- 78 nerves
- 78 heat sensors
- 105 pressure sensors
- 650 sweat glands
- 1,300 nerve endings

Fealishly and wonderfully made indeed

Scientists have long dreamt of making a self-balancing, twenty-eight-jointed android-bi-ped, containing an electro-chemical reduction plant, with thousands of hydraulic and pneumatic pumps, with motors attached. Such an being would have some sixty-two thousand miles of capillaries, millions of warning,铁路 and conveyor systems, crushers and cranes, and a universally distributed telephone system. Someone needs to tell Ishiguro and the others that the design race has already been won. In the beginning God created . . . and made mankind! In the image of God, he created man. Ishiguro wants to design an android that will pass as a human being if only for a short period of time.

While not belittling the engineering achievement of Dr Ishiguro, and the fact that the design has a very long way to go before approaching anything like the humanity we know and love, the time might be better spent in improving humanity itself. We do not want robots to copy us as we are, we could not instruct that on them.

A strange emotion came over me as I drove alone the day in May. Apparently on purpose, someone had thrown trash all along one section of the roadway. Normally that would throw me for a loop – I hate trash with a passion! But that day something inside me quietly said: I understand.

Where I could hardly believe my thoughts! What on earth was happening to me?

Later I figured it out. It had to do with my experience earlier that morning in an office in downtown Washington, DC. One knows they exist, arrogant government bureaucrats – ill-mannered, uncouth, crabby, impersonal, seemingly utterly frustrated with the public, they’ve been hired to serve. But actually meeting them is something else again. You leave such a place feeling cheap and violated, and you sense an urge to break things, to throw stuff. That’s when you find yourself ‘understanding’ what before you’d utterly despised – I like someone would willing deface the environment by dumping their garbage along a public highway.

I grabbed with the unusual emotion for a while, using it to understand why certain people respond as they do, behave as they do, think as they do. My mind travelled back to graduate school – to that day when I went to the office of one of my professors to ask clarification on an assignment he’d given. I remembered how his response – cold, formal, unfeeling – had soured my taste for the entire institution, indeed, for the entire church. The thought even crossed my mind as I walked away from his room: If this is Christianity, I don’t want it.

In comparison with what others have experienced (and are experiencing), my experiences thus far have been plenty mild. Yet hurtful enough to serve as a basis from which to empathise with others who’ve suffered deeper wounds. The student, for example, suspended or expelled unjustly, the child denied acceptance at some school or club because of race, the office worker insulted and humiliated by the boss in front of others; the innocent passerby roughed up by some overzealous law-enforcement personnel. And even more tragically, the multitude of people today who as children had been abused or miled against by adults, including parents.

If with my hurts – comparatively minor, as they were that morning – I could feel like bashing stuff, breaking things, then how might these victims feel?

I learned at least two lessons: (1) There’s a lot of hurt out there – some of it deep-seated and chronic – and those of us placed in positions of responsibility need to handle people with dignity and grace, as not to exacerbate any congenital or cultivated negatives they may be carrying. A huge responsibility rests on us to model Christ’s tenderness and compassion, for we never know when someone might be making about him by the way we, as his representatives, handle them. It sometimes takes just one of us to poison a person’s attitude towards the whole church – and God. (2) My emotion that morning helped me see how easily the rebel in us can surface, and how the unstable among us can feel like flailing indiscriminately against an apparently unfriendly world.

Not all hurts or resentments will fall within the purview of what I’ve said about some. Situations are so psychologically damaging that formal professional counselling or treatment may be needed. But for those suffering from the common insults, annoyances, and put-downs that so destabilised me that morning last May, time is the greatest remedy – time and prayer. God has so structured our psyche that hurts diminish over time, and insults gradually lose their sting. Even some (I say ‘some’) of the deeper injuries – injuries that leave unexcused footprints in their wake – can lose their woundining edge with time. No, we do not have to act out our resentments; we don’t have to break things or throw stuff. Time heals. So whether it’s government bureaucrats that you’ve been made to serve, or your teacher, church administrator, police officer, or parent, we can rise above it. Our security in Christ, the sense of personal identity we have in him, does not everything else in important perspective. Said the ancient prophet: ‘Those of steadfast mind you keep in peace, because they trust in you. Trust in the Lord forever, for in the Lord forever is an everlasting rock.’ (Isaiah 26:3, 4, NRSV.)

* Roy Adams is a good friend of the British Union. He is Associate Editor of ADVENTIST REVIEW where this feature first appeared as an editorial on 16 June.
£3,000,000 church building for London Ghana church

An impressive ground-breaking cere-
mony has taken place for work to begin on a £3,000,000 church build-
ing project for the London Ghana
church. The project, which is the
most expensive church building
project in the history of the Adventist
Church in the British Union is being
financed by members of the church
and the South England Conference.
When completed it will have ultra-
modern church facilities, including
a media, music and youth hall to
enhance the worship activities of the
church.
Blessed with the bright summer
sun of Sunday 31 July the ceremony
was witnessed by about 200
Adventists friends of the church
from across the globe, including
delegates from the Ghana Union
Conference.
In a keynote address the outgoing
president of the SEC, Pastor Don
McFarlane, observed that the project
is not only significant in the history
of the Adventist Church but also a
blessing to the congregation. He
praised the Ghanaian church
members for their zeal and
enthusiasm for the initiation of the
project, adding that ‘as you honour
them, God will honour you and bless
your land.’
Pastor McFarlane reiterated that
the SEC had guaranteed the biggest
loan in the history of the conference
for the London Ghana Adventist
church basically because of the trust
the conference reposes in the mem-
bers of that church. Turning his
attention to why there is the need to
build such an impressive church in
London, Pastor McFarlane reminded
the congregation that a church rep-
resents the presence of God among
his people. Quoting from Exodus
chapter 25:8 he said God asked his
people to build a sanctuary so he
could dwell among them. God there-
fore will have a proper place to dwell
among the Ghanaian congregation
in London when the project is
completed.
This church you are building
should be a house of prayer not only
for the members of the church but
for the whole community. It must
serve as a real place of refuge for
the afflicted in society,’ he added,
finally charging the members of the
church to illuminate to the world,
and London in particular, that God
dwells among them.
The senior pastor of the London
Ghana church, Dr Emmanuel Osei,
on behalf of his congregation,
thanked the SEC for reposing such
trust in the Ghanaian church. He
also paid tribute to the pioneering
spirit of a small group of Ghanaians
who decided to set up a church in
London some thirty years ago.
The building site, formerly known
as St Cedds Church, is situated
between Newham Way (A13) and
Chadwell Road, London E6, covering
0.62 acres. It is being developed into
an ultra-modern church complex by
Roper Construction Ltd. When
completed the church could seat
650 worshippers.

Free health checks

Inspired by a mission to share Christ through health ministry, the Health
Outreach Team (HOT) offered free health services during the two Filipino
Baptismal events held on 13 June and 14 July at Morden Park and Lampton
Park in Surrey and Hounslow respectively.
A total of more than 326 people received free health checks such as blood
pressure, weight and blood sugar assessments. Individuals found with abnor-
mal results were referred to their local General Practitioners. Health-
related magazines (health FOCUS and LIFE info) and tracts were also
distributed free of charge at these events.
The above team was mainly comprised of Registered Nurses, including
teacher’s aides and children, young and not-so-young members of the Filipino
International Church.
Baptismal surprise

On Sabbath 23 July, six candidates
publicly acclaimed Christ as their
Saviour to a full to overflowing con-
geration of family and friends gath-
ered at Ilford church. Our visiting
speaker was John Matthews. The
candidates were therefore
commissioned to ‘trust and obey’.
Following the exhortation by our
secular planning director, opened the service with
prayer. His niece Georgina Gittens
was among the candidates. We were
also privileged to have with us Earl
Harmanriskings, SEC treasurer,

by Isaac Amo-Kyereme

The ‘Sapphire’ class at Leicester
Central Sabbath School believes in
togeherness. On Sabbath 24 July they ate together.
The meal was at the Fifield
gamily home.
Sabbath School superintendent
Silvia Ham-Young stresses unity in
the church by caring for one another.
‘Mobile’ Sabbath Schools have
been introduced to meet the needs
of the elderly and infirm. We have
also undertaken VOP card distribu-
tion in the Wighton and Knighton
areas of Leicester.

The class that eats
together

Mind the Gap

LIFEdevelopment.info was recently given promi-
nence at the General Conference Session in
St Louis, Missouri, when Pastor C. R. Perry, our
union president, was interviewed by Pastor Bertil
Wiklander during the Trans-European Division Report.
With enthusiasm Pastor Perry held up a set of the
Evidence and Mind the Gap DVDs. These series of pro-
grammes were produced as a resource for levels 2
and 3 of the LIFEdevelopment.info concept. The interview
created a great deal of interest from around the world
in the whole concept of LIFEdevelopment.info.
We want every church in the British Union to have a
set of the Evidence and Mind the Gap, plus a copy of
the Study Guide for Mind the Gap. This high quality
production is an excellent series for using with
unchurched, secular people. In August the Lds team
sent DVD sets to each district pastor in the British
Union. These sets are for you to use, if your church
does not have its own set speak to your pastor and
contact the LIFEdevelopment office and we will be
pleased to send you a set. The first set for your church
is our gift to you. If you own a copy of the Study
Guide they are available at £5 a copy, and
extra sets of the LIFEdevelopment.info DVD packs
are available at a cost of £3 (postage).

Those involved in ‘Lights over London’,

We proudly welcome Benjamin Letang (10), Nqobile Mbano (13), Georgina Gittens (13),
Dominic Hibberts (15), Andrew Joseph and husband and wife, Lyndsay and Beverley
Holder into the family of God and membership of Ilford church.
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A Baptismal candidate with Pastor Nigel David and ministerial team,

unchurched friends to the point where they are ready to
receive the stronger ‘meat’ of God’s word and learn
about the beliefs of Seventh-day Adventists. Resources
for this level, entitled Experiencing the Joy, which will
cover level 4 of the concept (the beliefs of Seventh-
day Adventists) will be ready in 2006. In
the mean time, we hope you will find the material
useful and that, as a result of its use, many individuals
will find answers to some of the issues that affect
them. All of us, we are praying that many people will
come to know more about our God and our Saviour
Jesus Christ. If you or your church are just starting to use
LIFEdevelopment strategy and are wanting to make new
friends among the unchurched in your area, why not
order LIFE info magazine? LIFE.info can help you break
the ice with the people you come into contact with.
The magazine is full of articles that make you think, make
you laugh and help secular people to focus on some of
the important issues of life. It’s also great value at 20p
a copy. To order any of the items mentioned contact:
LIFEdevelopment.info Office, Stanborough Park,
Watford, Herts, WD2 8JL. Telephone 01923 672251.
sales@LIFEdevelopment.info. Order online at www.adventistresoure.org.uk.
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Newbold Pathfinders

Newbold Pathfinders with leader Lani Edwards, right, giving a presentation at Newbold church’s Pathfinder investiture on 16 July in all, thirty-ninе Pathfinders and Adventurers attended the ceremony. 

TMF NEW

Leighton G. Campbell's *Wine in the Bible* and *The Scriptural Case for Total Abstinence* is an important book. Campbell's writing is given that social drinking by Christians is on the increase. (Indeed, some formerly abstaining church organisations are even applying for liquor licences.)

Many Christians are unaware of the Scriptural foundation for total abstinence. Campbell addresses the issue raised “from a forceful but fair and thorough examination of the sacred Scriptures.” He deffts the rebuttals of arguments of ascetical ecclesiastics who have written in favour of alcoholic use. The names of some of these are familiar to the general reader, but Campbell makes the opportunity to answer the various positions taken in biblical interpretation (a subject he deals with in the first nine chapters). Part Two – further nine chapters – covers all aspects of “alcohol” use in the New Testament.

Campbell’s style insists itself to reading the entire book sequentially or dipping into chapters of specific interest to readers. *Wine in the Bible* can be read and understood by both ministerial and laity, adults and alike, and does not need a medical understanding to be enjoyed. In fact, Campbell does not cite either medical data or statistics. There is sufficient material in God’s Word to undergird the position of total abstinence, and Campbell has made an efficient compilation and commentary of these.

The book is not the relentless hammering of a fanatic. Its style is born of a passion for holy living. I recommend it to anyone who, while abstaining, needs solid evidence to support his or her position on various social situations where alcohol is usually called for. Review by R.J. B. Williams

Wine in the Bible is published by Brentwood Christian Press and is available at the Adventist Book Centre at £9.95 plus p&p.
ADRA-UK is seeking to appoint a Finance officer. Key responsibilities include providing day-to-day support to ADRA-UK’s Executive Director in financial management, financial compliance, and adherence to donor regulations and ADRA policies. Additionally, the Finance officer will be responsible for supporting the ADRA-UK Executive director and treasurer in drafting and revising donor financial and ADRA policies. Additionally, the Finance officer will be responsible for supporting the ADRA-UK Executive director and treasurer in drafting and revising donor financial and ADRA policies.

The desired applicant will: hold a solid Bachelors degree in financial management; have experience of overseeing the development, or business administration (preferable); have at least two years’ experience of developing project budgets. The preferred applicant will: hold a solid Bachelors degree in financial management and a Master’s degree; have strong numerical, analytical, verbal and written communication skills (absolutely essential); have a passion for serving hurting people; be a team builder. The skills to manage and develop the curriculum to meet the needs of pupils, the expectations of the church community and national changes. The ability to work with governors in developing school policies, formulating the strategic plan and managing the school’s improvement strategy for raising achievement. Evidence of adequate financial management and decision-making techniques. A successful track record in contributing to the creation of an effective teaching and learning school community. An understanding of and commitment to the Seventh-day Adventist philosophy and practice of education. Good communication and interpersonal skills.

Interested in joining our team? Then send your CV to: director@adra.org.uk or phone 01923 673 268 for more information.

Closing date for applications: Monday 25 September 2005


correction

Thank you to all the campers for their help during our holiday at Adventist Family Camp, where I had a cycling accident. A special thank you to the medical staff, who assisted me daily with my injuries and took the time to care for me and my son. Finally, thank you to our wonderful God who saw fit to spare our son any serious injuries. This was truly a miracle and something we will never forget.

Forest Hunter, Staveley

Announcements

To Ruth Lawford of the Barnsley Church who has been awarded a 2:1 degree in Mathematics and Oceanography by the University of Southampton. Thank you.

To all the campers for their help during our holiday at Adventist Family Camp, where I had a cycling accident. A special thank you to the medical staff, who assisted me daily with my injuries and took the time to care for me and my son. Finally, thank you to our wonderful God who saw fit to spare our son any serious injuries. This was truly a miracle and something we will never forget.

Forest Hunter, Staveley

The South England Conference acknowledges with thanks, 280 from Coals.

Bradford’s 40th

In Saubøkis 8 October 2005 the Bradford church members will be celebrating the 40th anniversary of the building’s dedication. If you attended the Bradford church, and have any memorabilia or old photographs of Bradford church or congregation that you can let us have for the occasion, please contact Mrs or Christine McGoldrick on 0113 2587825 or email jmcg44@ntlworld.com.

The Principal of the Adventist Discovery Centre acknowledges with sincere thanks, a donation of £300 received in July from the Manchester area.

Thank you to all the campers for their help during our holiday at Adventist Family Camp, where I had a cycling accident. A special thank you to the medical staff, who assisted me daily with my injuries and took the time to care for me and my son. Finally, thank you to our wonderful God who saw fit to spare our son any serious injuries. This was truly a miracle and something we will never forget.

Forest Hunter, Staveley
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